
AIR ASIA CORPORATE CULTURE

Free Essay: Airasia Organizational Culture In Edgar Schein Theory, Organizational Culture can be identified through
three distinct levels that is.

Recommendations From the analysis so far, we can see that AirAsia values its employees as much as its
customers. If the internal and external environments remain stable, this continues to be an advantage. Analysis
5. In conclusion, AirAsia is doing a great job and they should preserve their culture and continue with their
mode of operation to enjoy success in the future. Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! They
need to prepare any order received and special attention from the customers individually foods, pregnant
women, infants 2. We will write a custom sample essay on Airasia Organizational Culture Order now. The
evidence is the environment created for its staff and its fulfillment of promises made to its customers. He goes
to work wearing his trade mark red AirAsia cap, short sleeved t-shirts and a pair of jeans which are sometimes
older than his employees. Outline of the theoretical framework We will be using the three levels of
organizational culture as defined by Edgar Schein to analyse AirAsia. The vital thing is to ensure quality work
from the staff, and Tony Fernandes believes all these start from providing a happy workplace for them. From
some dreams come some reality. AirAsia supervisory staff members are strategically located at the airports to
provide on-the-spot assistance to the guests. The important element discussed in this content, is how the C.
This was until another new company bought the organization. Entry mode to international market through
exporting, joint venture, franchising, licensing, etc d. AirAsia Berhad is a Malaysian low-cost airline.
Espoused beliefs and values are goals, values, aspirations and ideologies shared by everyone in an
organization. Values that constitute the organization culture. Anything is possible when you put your mind to
it. AirAsia has made great progress reducing entropy. Making a simple practices to services and giving help to
customers in need. For example, Airasia got into an issue where many muslim women from the middle east
complain about Airasia appealing uniform. He told us an anecdote about how a female cadet pilot spoke to
him about her dreams of participating in Miss Thailand. Guests can also quickly key in their flight details at
kiosks at the terminal airports to obtain a boarding pass without having to queue up at a counter when they do
self check-in.


